James Daniels
Torquay, Devon
visualartsbusiness@outlook.com

SUMMARY

Hello, I'm James Daniels. Overall, I have been in the creative industry since early 2015. Where I initially
began creating work for a variety of gaming/esports organisations. During this time, the work load was
fairly low as I originally couldn't envision graphic design as a full time job and therefore simply
continued to create work for my personal enjoyment. Later learning that I could transfer this hobby into
a source of income was an tremendous feeling.
With five years of experience in the industry, I have learnt to develop skills in every software I have used.
In addition to this, I have managed to build not only a progressive portfolio but a great customer service
relationship with all of my clients. I believe this is due to my bright personality and ability to
communicate both professionally and friendly with clients. I am a self taught graphic designer, but I
have been down a long road of experience with the help of former jobs that have helped me build my
personality and skill set.

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

VisualArts

Freelance Graphic Designer & YouTube Content
Creator

Torquay, England
February 2015 - Present

Since 2015, my main aim as a graphic designer has been to successfully develop my personal brand. In
order to help with this, I created a YouTube channel where I began uploading design related content.
The channel grew at a surprisingly rapid rate and has now accumulated an active audience of over
46,300 Subscribers and 3,400,000 total video views. The channel worked perfectly alongside my
freelance graphic design business, as I was able to use the success of my brand in order to gain more
clients, overall increasing my experience in the design industry. The benefits of creating my own
business have been endless and I wish to continue growing both my client base and YouTube channel in
the future.
Toronto, Ontario
July 2018 - August 2018

AzzyLand

Graphic Designer

AzzyLand is a female YouTube content creator, with over 7,300,000 incredibly active Subscribers. Initially
Azzy contacted me via Twitter as she was looking for a graphic designer to help with the work flow of her
YouTube channel. During this time period, Azzy was struggling to find time creating small designs, such
as YouTube thumbnails and this is where my job shined. I was able to gain experience creating work for
Azzyland and due to her organised schedule of content, I had large amounts of practice working to
deadlines.
London, England
June 2018 - December 2018

JMX

Personal Graphic Designer

Joel Morris, also known as JMX is a YouTube content creator, with currently 2,500,000 Subscribers. As
Joel's personal designer, my job was to create a variety of work for his YouTube channel and personal
business. I also had experience working with Joel's personal business manager, which certainly helped
improve my communication skills. Each design brief I received would have a strict deadline, meaning my
responsibilities were handled consistently and proper throughout the job.

HOBBIES & INTERESTS

PROFESSIONAL SKILLS

Graphic Design, Photography, Art and Videography.

Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Illustrator

    
    

LANGUAGES

SOCIAL LINKS

Adobe Lightroom
Cinema 4D
Sony Vegas Pro











English
French

Native
Beginner
















Website: https://visualjd.com
Twitter: https://twitter.com/VisualJDaniels
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/VisualJDaniels
Email: visualartsbusiness@outlook.com

